DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
STANDARD PRACTICE

RELIABILITY-CENTERED MAINTENANCE (RCM) PROCESS

This administrative notice corrects the superseding information in MIL-STD-3034 to remove references to Amendment 1 of MIL-P-24534A.

The header on page 1 of MIL-STD-3034 should appear as follows:

MIL-STD-3034
21 January 2011
SUPERSEDDING
MIL-P-24534A(NAVY)
(IN PART)
7 May 1985
See 6.4

Paragraph 6.4 of MIL-STD-3034 should be written as follows:

6.4  Supersession data. This standard supersedes Phases 1 through 11 of MIL-P-24534A(NAVY). Phase 12 requirements for the development of MRCs and MIPs are specified in MIL-P-24534A(NAVY). This standard does not negate, nor require review and update, of any RCM analysis previously performed in accordance with its predecessor, MIL-P-24534A(NAVY).

Custodians: Preparing activity:
Army – AV
Navy – SH
Air Force – 99

Review activities:
Army – AC, AR, CR, MI, PT, TE, TM
Navy – AS, CG, CH, EC, MC, ND, NP, OS, SA
Air Force – 01, 08, 10, 11, 13, 16, 19, 33, 94
DLA – CC, DH, SO
MISC – DC1, DC5, DI, MDA, MP, NRO, NS
OSD – DMS, HS, MA, SE, SP

NOTE: The activities listed above were interested in this document as of the date of this document. Since organizations and responsibilities can change, you should verify the currency of the information above using the ASSIST Online database at https://assist.daps.dla.mil.